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Who we are
Sakaramenta is a social enterprise based in Malawi. We manufacture simple, strong and sustainable design solutions.
We have a variety of products including like full collections of hospital furniture, playground equipment and push/ bicycle
carts. Furthermore, we are the sole distributor, in Malawi, of the strong Buffalo Bicyclle.
The workshop of Sakaramenta is based in Blantyre, where our experienced and well-educated staff are making
high-quality products.With a remarkable experience and good track record of over seven years of traceable production in
products that benefit Malawi. Among our customers are the main international NGOs, private sector and health centres.
We strive to understand and learn what our clients’ needs and programs are before designing any product; proper research is also carried out to ensure the practicability of the product.
Sakaramenta has proven its innovation over the years by introducing a wide variety of locally made new products. We are
proud to share with you our Product Catalog and we look forward to work together with you.
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CARE COLLECTION
Hospital Furniture

“We are the first producer of hospital equipment in Malawi”

Sakaramenta manufactures high quality hospital furniture in Blantyre. In collaboration with
doctors in Malawian hospitals we developed
ten products; that are often used, need a simple design and have to be high standard.

We use durable materials to make these products; like stain-less steel, strong two-components paint and long-lasting caster wheels. Our
hospital furniture is locally made and can be
maintained and serviced. That’s what we call
sustainable.

Drip Stand

Product details

Min. Length: 1400mm
Max. Length: 2100mm
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Suitable for holding IV/Drip bags with easy
administration to patients. It has a maximum length of 2100mm that enables a
high pressure build up the liquids.

Steel stand with 4 hooks
Screw safety height adjustment
Strong and durable wheels
Portable and easy to clean

Overbed table
Product details

Minimum Height: 770mm
Maximum Height: 1000mm
Table size: 500mm x 350mm
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The Overbed table is a rectangular table
designed to span over a bed, making it
convenient for a patient confined in bed to
eat, work on a computer or to read a book.

Stainless steel table
Screw safety height adjustment
Stong frame
Stong castor wheels

It is mobile and can be adjusted to
an appropriate height for the patient.
Its stainless steel surface makes it easy to
clean. The size is proper for servig a meal.

Theatre Stool
Product details

Height: 680mm
Seat Diameter: 350mm
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The stool seat is cushioned for comfortability and it is used for treatment procedures. Its vinyl cover makes it easy to clean.

Cushioned seat
Stong frame
Castor wheels

Standard Trolley

Product details

900mm x 460mm x 900mm
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The Standard Trolley is used for transporting and storing instruments and equipment
for treatment and therapy. It has a utensils
pot on the side as well as litter bin for conveniently working and disposing unwanted
or used items.

Stainless steel tops
Swivel Castor wheels for maneuvering
Plastic bin for disposing litter
Stainless steel pot for instruments

Room Divider

Product details

Height: 1900mm
Width per partition: 1000mm
Total width for whole divider: 3300mm
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The Room Divider shields patients from others to ensure privacy. It swings out of the way
for unobstructed viewing and patient access.
It provides 180 degrees range of motion.

Strong partition fabric
Durable and strong steel frame
2 Castor wheels (3 inch) on each partition
Removable fabric for easy to clean

Mayo Stand
Product details

Minimum height: 900mm
Maximum height: 1200mm
Tray size: 500mm x 300mm
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The Mayo stand is useful for medical procedures. It is a highly mobile stand that
can be placed wherever is convenient.

Stainless steel trey
Steel adjustable frame
Stands on 4 castor wheels

Laundry Trolley

Product details

Diameter: 600mm
Height: 900mm
Linen Bag: 700mm (length)
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The Laundry Trolley is designed for
handling and transporting laundry either for washing or storage. The linen
bag is removable for easy cleaning.

Removable linen bag
Strong linen fabric
Strong and durable frame
4 Castor wheels

Instrument Trolley

Product details

900mm x 460mm x 900mm
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The Instrument Trolley is used for storing and
transporting instruments and equipment for
treatments or therapy. Its castor wheels make
it easy to move from point A to point B.

Stainless steel upper and
bottom flat trays
Strong and durable frame
4 Castor wheels

Hospital Bed

Product details

1900mm long, 900mm wide, 600mm height
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32mm tube frame
4inch foam mattress
PVC material mattress cover
Also available in adjustable head
version

The hospital bed is made from a sturdy metal frame, with an option for castor wheels where mobility is required.
Sakaramenta also make adjustable beds
with a manual adjustment mechanism

Bedside Locker

Product details

Main frame: 460mm wide & 880mm long
Locker: 350mm wide & 380mm long
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The Bedside locker has one storage cabinet,
convenient to store useful items/products for
the patient. The top of the storage cabinet
and the upper stainless steel part o the locker can be used to store things temporarily.

Stainless steel top
Locker for keeping consumables
Strong metal frame

BUFFALO BICYCLE
The strong bicycle

Buffalo Bicycle

This is the alternative for all the low quality
bicycles available in Malawi. The Buffalo Bicycle is especially designed for the
rural areas in Africa, it is developed by the
American NGO World Bicycle Relief.

Over 100,000 Buffalo Bicycles are already
in the field in our neighboring countries,
now it is finally available in Malawi at Sakaramenta. This bicycle is ideal for NGO’s
with long lasting projects and for any Malawian who wants a bicycle which lasts for
many years instead of a few months.

PLAY COLLECTION

Playground equipment and school furniture

“Our playground equipment is popular in the whole of Malawi”

Beit cure Hospital

Lilongwe Golf CLub

Chotokwa CBCC Chiradzulu

Game Heaven

Unicef!

Hillview Int. Primary
School

St. Andrews International Primary
School

Wiil this be YOU?

Sakaramenta manufactures high quality hospital furniture in Blantyre. In collaboration with
doctors in Malawian hospitals we developed
ten products; that are often used, need a simple design and have to be high standard.

We use durable materials to make these products; like stain-less steel, strong two-components paint and long-lasting caster wheels. Our
hospital furniture is locally made and can be
maintained and serviced. That’s what we call
sustainable.

Whole playground

Play is an essential part of childhood development; through play, they develop, emotionally, physically, intellectually and socially.

It is important for schools, recreational areas and individuals to acquire the appropriate equipment for your targeted age
group or for your own children children

Climbing Wall

A climbing wall is loved by all children. It is
made of durable products. It can be combined with a slide or swing.

Benefits of Climbing Wall:
- Mental and physical focus
- Balance and coordination
- Flexibility
- Self Confidence and trust
- Motivation
- It also teaches children to overcome fear

Swing

Swinging is great. We offer single and double swings of a good quality. The
swings are balanced and strong. And the seats are made of hardwood. We
can extent your double swing with a hanger or a climbing part. Swinging
helps with the sensory integration, which is how your brain organizes and
interprets information. It is calming and it increases spatial awareness

Slide

Children love to slide. We offer two kinds
of slides. A slide for young children up to 4
years and a slide for children up 12 years.
Our slides have smooth edges and a great
appearance.

A slide offers excellent cardiovascular
training to children.
You can choose whether you want a portable slide or a slide which has to be mounted in the ground.

Spinner

Our merry-go-around is called spinner. It turns
smoothly on a strong axle. With the round
handles you can give it a good swing. The hard
wood timbers make sure that this spinner will
last.

The Spinner promises discovery; as the cycle
repeats, never changing direction nor diameter,
senses align to the closed circle the children
are in. They sense space by moving through it
and sense time by a familiar flash point on the
horizon.

Wheely

This play ground equipment is hardly seen
in Africa, but children love it. Made of a
strong car spring this playground equipment is guaranteed a success.

You can move any direction. It’s like you
are riding on a horse a camel or a motorbike, just fun!

Play car

Imagine you are a child and you have your
own car, with two steering wheels, a real
gear liver, a slide on the back, a platform
on top, a fireman pole rush down, a climbing frame to reach the top and a swing
attached to it. That must be a dream.

A dream which comes true with the Play
car. This Play car is unique in the world.
All the edges are smooth, so save for
children. We can make a Play car of an
ambulance, school bus, truck, police car
etc. One thing is for sure this will make any
child happy.

Stepping stones

Jump from one stone to another, play your
own games with it or use it as chair to rest.
Children use step stones in many different
ways. With their fantasy it can even become a castle. Our concrete step stones
are very strong and will last forever.

Tire run

Running and not moving forward? That
is the Tire Run. You spin the wheels by
running on it, when you are tired, just take
a rest at the frame.

Up & Down

This is a portable see-saw for two up
to four persons. It’s fun for children and
grownups. The strong design and the
seats of hard wood make this a durable
playground equipment .

Play house

The Play house is an old time favorite.
The children imagine they have their own
house with big toys, like a fire man pole
and a slide. The Play house is colorful and
made out of wood, everybody would like to
have a house like this.

Double seater

School desks in Malawi often have a short
life span, after one or two years they are
in a bad condition, because the quality is
not good. Sakaramenta makes strong and
heavy duty school desks, which will survive
many years.. We make school desks for
primary school and secondary school.

Pre-school desk

For the young children we have different
sizes of desks, for one up to eight children.
The heavy duty colourful chairs fit perfectly
to all these desks.

The separate chairs are ideal for preschools where children work in groups and
where the chairs should also be used for
other activities.

MOVE COLLECTION
Bicycle carts and push carts

Sanitation cart & bin

The Sanitation Cart is ideal to clean city
and on the surroundings of schools and
hospitals. It is much more effective than a
wheel barrow, because it has bigger capacity and a lid. The cart can be used in
combination with the sanitation bin.

Our sanitation bin tumbles so you don’t
have to use your hands to take the garbage out. Blantyre and Lilongwe use the
cart already to keep their city clean.

CareCar

In Malawi the average distance to health
centres in rural areas is 13 km. Pregnant
women and patients have problems reaching the health centres because there is no
transport. They often have to walk, which
is a big health risk.

For these situations Sakaramenta has
built the CareCar Bicycle Ambulance. Over
1200 CareCars are used in Malawi, mainly
by hospitals and NGO’s who have HIVAids or Save Motherhood programmes.
The unique design guarantees a strong
and durable bicycle ambulance of excellent
quality.

Branded Care Car

The branded Bicycle Ambulance is perfect
for your Corporate Social Responsibility
program. We brand the bicycle ambulance
completely with your company name,
logo and text. And we will link you to good
NGO’s who are in need for bicycle ambulances.

With this unique branded Bicycle Ambulance the people in Malawi know who
saved their lives, when they are transported to the hospital.

Hotdog cart

There is huge potential in the cities of
Malawi to sell hotdogs, roasted chicken
and chips in a mobile cart. You can walk
or cycle to the place where you meet your
customers. Sakaramenta has developed
for this purpose the smart looking Hotdog
Cart. It has a gas or charcoal stove to roast
your food to

perfection and it offers a lot of space for
cool boxes and other goods
The sun cover offers shade to your customers and can be used to brand the cart.
The sun cover can be folded in case you
want to cycle. One thing is for sure, this
Hotdog Cart is not only an eye catcher but
also a money catcher!

Shop cart

The Shop cart is a new product in Malawi:
a shop on wheels. With this cart you can
transport, display and sell your products in
a perfect way. The lid is used as a display
to show your goods. You can even couple
the Shop Cart to your bicycle and cycle to
the place where you customers will be.

During lunch breaks you can visit company
building, and for a football match you can
visit the stadium. The Shop Cart is a real
eye catcher, you will attract a lot of customers for your cold drink & snacks.

School water cart

Children are not washing their hands at
school after they go to the toilet, because
the containers at the latrines are often . In
cooperation with Unicef we developed the
School Water Cart. It is a strong and durable cart to carry water from the source to
the latrines at school, a cart which can be
locally maintained.

The School Water Cart can carry 75 litres
of water. The 3 x 25 litre jerry cans are
attached to the cart with chains so they
cannot be stolen. The simple and strong
design makes the School Water cart a
sustainable solution for sanitation issues at
schools.

Madzi cart

From a medical point of view it is much
better to push 150 liters of water then
carrying 40 liters on your head. In close
collaboration with international NGO’s,
Sakaramenta designed the MadziCar to
empower women and to make their life
easier.

The Madzi Cart can carry more then 150
litres of water. The strong wheels and long
handle make the cart easy to push. It can
be used for irrigation purposes or to transport and sell water.

Black bull cart

Sakaramenta has developed the Black Bull
Push Cart. This heavy duty cart can carry
up to 200kg. It has a big box, strengthened wheels with reinforced spokes and
hubs. The tyre and the tube are the same
size as the widely available mountain bike
tyres. So the spare parts are locally available.

The Black Bull can even be coupled behind the bicycle, so you can transport your
goods everywhere.

